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ABSTRACT
Objective: Describing the stages of translation, cultural adaptation and content validation of the Single-Question into Brazilian Portuguese, which will be named Questão Chave. Method: This study is a cultural adaptation. The instrument was translated into Portuguese as two independent versions which led to a synthesis of translations (S1), and later to the synthesis S2, which was then submitted to evaluation by a Committee of Expert Judges in the area of alcohol use and instrument validation. The Content Validity Index and Kappa agreement coefficient were calculated from this evaluation. Results: The judges evaluated the Questão Chave regarding the clarity of the sentence and aspects related to the quality of the translation (cultural adaptation, preservation of original meaning and correct use of technical terms). The Content Validity Index was 1 for clarity of sentence and correct use of technical terms, and 0.8 for adaptation and preservation of the original meaning. The Kappa index for concordance among the judges was 0.83. After an adjustment proposed by the judges, the S3 version was originated. Conclusion: The Questão Chave had its content validity confirmed, which supports future studies that aim for its application in the target population to verify their psychometric properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Risky and harmful alcohol consumption is currently considered a relevant issue for global public health. According to the World Health Organization (WHO)\(^1\), the excessive use of alcohol is responsible for 2.5 million deaths worldwide. In Brazil, data from the National Health Surveillance indicate a prevalence of 13.7% alcohol abuse by the Brazilian population over 18 years of age\(^2\).

Data from the Global Status Report from 2014 show that alcohol is responsible for some type of morbidity among 8.2% of males and 3.2% of females in Brazil\(^3\). In addition, it entails an annual loss of $4 billion to the country’s public treasury\(^4\). Thus, these percentages point to the need to propose and implement strategies aimed at preventing and reducing alcohol abuse among the Brazilian population.

Among these strategies, early screening and brief intervention for detected cases such as risk and harmful use of alcohol are measures that can have a positive impact on reducing alcohol-related harm and health problems.

However, despite these measures being effective, their low cost and easy implementation, they are not routinely employed by the Brazilian Primary Health Care service (PHC)\(^5\).

The suggested reasons for this situation are a lack of professional knowledge of the problem\(^6\), a lack of professional preparation and a lack of time in the work schedule\(^6\,7\).

Regarding screening instruments for the risky use of alcohol in Brazil, a large number have been validated for use in our culture in recent decades\(^8\,9\,10\,13\) with proven effectiveness; however, most of them present some characteristics which hinder their use in Primary Health Care services.

Among these characteristics the following may be highlighted: the identification of only later phases of disorders related to alcohol use\(^6\) in the case of alcohol dependence, the excessive number of questions in the instrument\(^6\,9\,10\,13\), validation for use in specific groups of users of Primary Health Care\(^11\,13\), the complexity of interpreting the scores obtained using the questionnaire\(^12\), and little concern regarding gender differences\(^8\,10\).

Considering the characteristics of the instruments available for use in Brazil which end up limiting their use in the PHC service routine, we highlight the need to validate or develop practical, easy-to-use and low-cost screening instruments that do not require specific training for their application. In 2005, the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) proposed the use of a single screening question in PHC services\(^7\,14\) for the risky/harmful use of alcohol called the Single-Question (SQ) in order to address these difficulties. It has been used in PHC services in the US and has shown good results; however, the Single-Question (questão única in free translation) is not yet translated into Portuguese and culturally adapted for use in Brazil\(^7\).

Therefore, this article aims to describe the translation, cultural adaptation and validation stages of the SQ content for Brazilian Portuguese, and which will be named Questão Chave in Portuguese.

**SINGLE-QUESTION AS A SCREENING TOOL FOR HARMFUL ALCOHOL USE**

The idea of using a single question for the screening of unhealthy alcohol use was first put into practice at the end of the 1990s, presented as “Have you ever had drinking problem?” translated freely into Portuguese as “Você já teve problemas com bebida alcoólica?” This question used the diagnostic criteria of DSM-III for alcohol-related disorders as the gold standard, with specificity of 0.573 and sensitivity of 0.879\(^15\). Later, a study\(^16\) involving 1,435 people used the same question with some modifications: “On any single occasion during the past 3 months, have you had more than 5 drinks containing alcohol?” – “Em uma única ocasião, nos últimos meses, você ingeriu mais que 5 doses de bebida contendo álcool?” according to the free translation into Portuguese, and which was referred to as the Single-Question (SQ) for the first time. In this study\(^16\), the AUDIT test was applied in conjunction with the SQ and considered as the gold standard for comparison. The results showed that the SQ had a positive predictive value of 74%, a negative predictive value of 88%, sensitivity of 62% and specificity of 93% for the risk of drinking and for other disorders related to alcohol intake, and that the SQ tracked the same individuals as the AUDIT regarding hazardous/harmful use.

However, in order to improve the understanding of the question and considering the physiological differences between the genders, there was a need to reformulate the question and introduce different dose values for men and for women. Thus, the reformulated SQ was: “When was the last time you had more than X drinks in 1 day?”, translated freely as: “Quando foi a última vez que você ingeriu mais que X doses de bebida alcoólica em um dia?”, where X=4 for women and X=5 for men. The sensitivity and specificity of this version were both 86%\(^17\).

In 2005, the NIAAA recommended the use of the SQ to screen for hazardous/harmful use of alcohol as routine for those patients who respond positively to the use of alcoholic beverages. The version presented by the NIAA on that occasion was: “How many times in the past year did you or more drinks in a day?” freely translated into Portuguese as, “Quantas vezes no ano passado você bebeu X ou mais doses de bebida alcoólica em um dia?”, where X=4 for women and X=5 for men, and the risk/harmful use of alcohol is considered positive when the individual responds one or more times\(^18\).

This version proposed by the NIAA\(^7\) was validated for American PHC services in 2009, using a sample of 286 individuals of both genders who were recruited in the waiting room of PHC services. The gold standard used was the AUDIT and its version, AUDIT-C. The results showed that the SQ obtained 81.8% sensitivity and 79.3% specificity for detection of harmful use; regarding the presence of current disorders related to alcohol use, the SQ was more sensitive (87.9%) but less specific (66.8%) than the AUDIT, with similar results when compared to the AUDIT-C, which ensured the suitability of the SQ proposed by the NIAAA for use in American PHC services\(^7\).

The translated and validated version of the SQ into the Italian language was applied to a sample of surgical patients.
in Cagliari, Italy, also using the AUDIT as the gold standard. The results showed that the positive predictive value was 0.78 and the negative value was 0.36 when compared with the AUDIT, also proving the instrument’s validity for that language(18).

The study results conducted so far using the SQ suggest that it is a useful tool for detecting/screening risky alcohol use in comparison to the AUDIT, a more widely used instrument in PHC services worldwide nowadays(19), and that it has performed well not only in its original language, but also in a language which it has been translated into(20). For this reason, we consider important to carry out its translation and cultural adaptation to Brazilian Portuguese.

**METHOD**

This is a cultural adaptation and instrument content validation study concerning the translation, adaptation and validation process of a sentence that seeks the conceptual equivalence between the original sentence and that translated into another language(21). The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Nursing School of the Universidade de São Paulo under the number 772.025.

The following steps were used for the process of adaptation and content validation: 1) Two independent translations; 2) Synthesis of the translations; 3) Back translation or retro-translation phase (translation of the version back to English); 4) Analysis by a Committee of Specialist Judges; 5) Adjustments to the final version; and 6) Pre-test with people eligible for the target population(22).

Firstly, the original version was translated into Portuguese by two native English speakers, fluent in the Portuguese language. As recommended by specialists in the instrument validation area(21), one of the translators was an alcohol and drug researcher and was fully aware of the purpose of the study, while the other was not a specialist in the field and was unaware of the purpose of the study. Thus, two independent translations (T1 and T2) were made, in which each translator was free to make the observations they deemed necessary. This phase resulted in two translations which were synthesized by the authors; the synthesized version was called S1.

The back translation of S1, meaning the translation of S1 into English was performed by two native translators of English; both were specialists in translations of scientific articles with no expertise in the area of the instrument and were not aware of the translation performed by their peer. These translations resulted in versions B1 and B2. The purpose of this step was to verify if the translation of a sentence from its source language into the target language had its meaning preserved, which means to identify whether there was semantic equivalence, thus guaranteeing preservation of the original meaning of the translated item(22-23).

For B1 and B2, both back-translations were compared and examined for discrepancies. Based on the translators’ observations, the authors identified the need to make some changes to achieve idiomatic equivalence. Thus, choosing to replace the expression “last year/ano passado” by its synonym “in the last 12 months/aus últimos 12 meses” considering that the term “past year” could induce the interviewee’s response leading them to only consider the past year and not the current year while reporting their consumption of alcoholic beverages. Moreover, the expression “last 12 months” refers to the idea of including the current time, as it does with the Portuguese version of the AUDIT, which also uses the term “in the last 12 months” rather than the “last year” of the original version. This gave rise to a new synthesis called S2, which was then submitted for analysis by a Committee of Specialist Judges.

The Committee of Specialist Judges had the purpose of verifying whether the process of translation and back-translation reached semantic, conceptual and idiomatic equivalence; in other words, whether the situations mentioned or portrayed are culturally relevant or understandable to the target population, or whether the original meaning was lost during the translation process. Thus, an adaptation to Brazilian Portuguese is in fact guaranteed. The submission of the translation for the analysis of this Committee is characterized as the second stage of the semantic validation process(22).

In this study, it was up to the Judges’ Committee to select which version of the Single-Question would become the ideal Questão Chave to be used among the Brazilian population. The criteria adopted to compose the body of judges were: being a health professional and an alcohol and drug expert with publications in the area or in validation of psychometric instruments, having a doctorate degree and being fluent in the English language.

Considering that the minimum composition recommended by the specialists for the composition of a judges’ committee is of at least three components(22), 13 researchers were selected and invited to perform this task. Contact was made through an invitation letter sent via e-mail. Of those, five responded by accepting the invitation.

The panel of judges consisted of two psychologists, two physicians and one nurse, all of whom held a doctorate degree and met the desired inclusion criteria. One of the judges was a foreigner with fluency in the Portuguese language who participated in the validation process of the SQ in its original context.

The five researchers who accepted to participate in the Committee received the documents for analysis by e-mail, which contained the two first translations (T1 and T2), the synthesis of T1 and T2 (S1), the two back-translation versions and the final synthesis of S2, along with the analyses. The judges also received an illustration containing the amount referring to a standard dose of each alcoholic beverage in the Brazilian context, and lastly they received a questionnaire to evaluate the content of the S2 version regarding clarity of the sentence. In this questionnaire, the judges evaluated clarity on a scale of 1 to 4 points, with 1 meaning that the sentence was not clear and 4 that the sentence was fully clear. The judges were also asked to evaluate the translation quality regarding the adaptation and preservation of the meaning and the terms used in S2 by assigning a score on a scale from 1 to 3 points in which 1 meant that the question did not meet the criteria, 2 meant it partially met it, and 3 meant that it fully met the criteria.
A space was provided at the end of the questionnaire for additional considerations or observations that the judges considered relevant.

In order to verify to what extent the Questão Chave represented the content of interest, the Content Validity Index (CVI) was calculated. This index evaluates the judges’ agreement as to the representativeness of the content in the analyzed sentence(21-23). The minimum acceptable pre-set CVI parameter is 0.80, and indicates equivalence of content; lower values indicate that the analyzed aspect is unclear or not adequately translated and adapted, and that the item requires reformulating(22).

The following formula was used to calculate the CVI(22):

\[
CVI = \frac{\text{Total of scores 3 or 4 given by the Judges}}{\text{Overall total of the scores}}
\]

The Kappa coefficient was calculated to assess whether the observed concordance among Judges did not occur at random and to ensure that such agreement was actually assigned to the content properties of the question(24). The Kappa coefficient represents the ratio of the proportion of times the judges agree (corrected by agreement due to chance) with the maximum proportion of times judges could agree (corrected by agreement due to chance). Kappa values can range from -1 (total absence of agreement) to 1 (total agreement). Therefore, the ideal value would be 1 or a variation from 1 to 0.8 being considered an ideal agreement; from 0.79 to 0.6 would correspond to substantial agreement; from 0.59 to 0.4 being moderate agreement; from 0.39 to 0.2 weak agreement; from 0.19 to 0 poor agreement; and < 0 no agreement(24).

The calculation of the Kappa coefficient is given by the following formula(24):

\[
K = \frac{\sum f_a - \sum f_e}{N - \sum f_e}
\]

In which \( f_a \) represents the sum of the observed agreement rate and \( f_e \) is the sum of the proportion of agreement expected by chance.

After evaluation by the judges, the next step was the pre-test which corresponds to applying the instrument to 30 people who use PHC services, individuals that compose the target population for the instrument in order to evaluate the degree of understanding of the question. These individuals were approached while waiting for care in a Basic Health Unit located in the city of São Paulo.

RESULTS

The two independent translations were not conflicting; T1 was: “No ano passado quantas vezes você bebeu X ou mais bebidas alcoólicas em um dia?” and T2 was: “Quantas vezes no ano passado você bebeu X ou mais doses de bebida alcoólica em um dia?” The S1 synthesis was made considering the similarity between both translations, with a partial version presented as: “Quantas vezes no ano passado você ingeriu X ou mais doses de bebida alcoólica?”

In search of linguistic and cultural equivalence, we chose to replace the expression “in the past year/no ano passado” freely translated into Portuguese by its synonym “in the last 12 months/nos últimos 12 meses”. This adequacy was carried out considering that the term “in the past year” could induce the respondents to only consider the previous year, not considering the current year when reporting their consumption of alcoholic beverages, while the expression “in the last 12 months” refers to the idea of including the current time. These adaptations are in line with the Brazilian version of the AUDIT, which also uses the term “in the last 12 months” instead of the expression “last year” from the original version(25).

After this adjustment, the S2 version of the SQ was configured as follows: “Quantas vezes nos últimos 12 meses você ingeriu X ou mais doses de bebida alcoólica em um dia?” This version was then submitted to the Judges Committee for evaluation.

The judges’ evaluation of the S2 version was quantified and is presented in Tables 1 and 2. One of the judges suggested that the verb ingest/ingerir should be replaced by the verb drink/beber, since according to the evaluator’s observations this verb change would facilitate better understanding of the question by the layers of the target population with lower education. This suggestion was accepted by the authors, and it resulted on the emergence of S3 version of the SQ: “Quantas vezes nos últimos 12 meses você bebeu X (5 se for homem ou 4 se for mulher) ou mais doses de bebida alcóólica em um dia?”

Evaluations on the clarity of the Questão chave as well as the maximum possible score and that obtained by the sum of the answers of the judges on this aspect are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Judges</th>
<th>J1</th>
<th>J2</th>
<th>J3</th>
<th>J4</th>
<th>J5</th>
<th>Maximum score</th>
<th>Obtained score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Evaluation Form for the Judges Specialist Committee.

The result of the analysis by each Judge on the quality of translation, adaptation, use of technical terms and preservation of meaning is presented in Table 2, as well as the maximum possible score and the score observed by the judges’ sum of responses in each evaluated aspect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Judge</th>
<th>J1</th>
<th>J2</th>
<th>J3</th>
<th>J4</th>
<th>J5</th>
<th>Maximum score</th>
<th>Obtained score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical terms</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Evaluation Form for the Judges Specialist Committee.

The CVI for clarity according to the formula used reached 100% agreement (5/5), which shows that the sentence is clear and without doubts in the opinion of the judges, therefore it shows perfect agreement. Similar results
were obtained for the translation quality, adaptation and preservation of the original meaning, and the observed CVI was 80% (4/5). There was 100% (5/5) agreement between the judges regarding the correct use of technical terms.

The index obtained by the Kappa test was 0.83, which suggests optimal agreement, and very close to the ideal which would be 1, thus indicating that the agreement between the judges did not happen by chance and that it was in fact related to the translation quality.

K = \frac{17 - 2.85}{20 - 2.85} = 0.83

At the end of the content analysis for the Questão chave translated and culturally adapted to Portuguese, we reached the final version of: “Quantas vezes nos últimos 12 meses você bebeu X (5 se for homem ou 4 se for mulher) ou mais doses de bebida alcoólica em um dia?”

The next phase consisted of the pre-test, evaluating the reaction and comprehension level of the S3 version of the Questão Chave by 30 subjects. This was favorable, as there were no discrepancies in understanding between the participants in this stage.

DISCUSSION

The Questão Chave adapted from its original English version, the Single-Question, followed all the methodological procedures recommended by the literature for instrument adaptation (20-23).

During the adaptation process it was necessary to replace the term “ano passado” for its equivalent “últimos 12 meses” to facilitate understanding of the population in considering the current year to respond to the Questão Chave, which culminated in the S2 version from the S1 version. This change was justified by the Judges Committee and accepted by its members.

During the evaluation of the Questão Chave by the Judges Committee, one of the judges suggested that the verb ingerir should be replaced by the verb beber in order to facilitate understanding by a population with a lower education level, and which was promptly accepted by the authors, thus resulting in version S3.

As presented in the results, the pre-final version of the Questão Chave reached valid and satisfactory Content Validity Indexes according to the literature (24). Regarding the aspect of clarity, the judges were in agreement for all CVI. Regarding the other items, the CVI was close to unanimous agreement, indicating that the Questão Chave was appropriately adapted to the Brazilian culture and was able to be tested for concurrent validation.

There were no major changes suggested by the judges regarding the Questão Chave, only the substitution of one word for another to make it easier to understand. The results obtained using the Kappa index suggest that there was a good agreement between the judges and that this did not happen by chance (24).

The Questão Chave did not generate doubts or dubious interpretations in the pre-test stage among the group of people who use the PHC service, which shows that it was understandable for this population.

CONCLUSION

The international parameters for translation, adaptation and validation of instruments followed in this study suggest that the Questão Chave is considered valid regarding its content in its Brazilian Portuguese version. Future studies should be focused on testing its concurrent and constructive validity, which presupposes its application in the target population, and the analysis of its psychometric qualities.
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Original. El Índice de Kappa para concordancia entre los jueces fue de 0,83. Después del ajuste sugerido por los jueces, se originó la versión S3. Conclusión: La Cuestión Clave tuvo validez de contenido confirmada, lo que subsidia estudios futuros que tengan como meta su aplicación en la población blanco a fin de verificar sus propiedades psicométricas.
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